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 Just how does a parent as if you keep those little rug rats entertained and engaged in a meaningful way
while you get your own stuff done? As much as you’ Your children don’t want you around On a regular
basis!Face it.d like to build that go-cart or that amazing tree house for them, additionally you need a little
time for yourself!Sure, we’d all prefer to hand our children the telephone when things get difficult, but
straight down deep we know that screen time won't build world leaders.A fun and practical guide to keeping
kids engaged and off your phone.Well, this publication is a great start!From image bombing magazines in
the dental practitioner’ With one of these simple tips, you will turn their boredom into fun, teachable, and
productive (sometimes) occasions in this irreverent however practical guide.s office to sock matching
quickness trials to making bread, this book provides spontaneous activities that kids can do with or without
you, leaving time and energy to do parent things like making dinner, reading the paper, or enjoying a glass
of wine.
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Great parent gift and truely entertaining My children and I really like this book! My opinions are my own. I
like the illustrations and it helps motivate me to send them off on an experience -- even if you can find
activities we all know about sometimes you need a reminder and reinforcement--this publication does both. I
also like that the author doesn't make me feel poor or guilty about needing a little down time or to get an
email delivered.5 and 5.5 year old plus they are now obsessed with getting this book out, flipping to the page
with paper airplane construction and going at it! He writes with just a little wicked streak that's fun to read. I
will be obtaining a few extras as presents for my parent friends. Great Ideas, But They Won't Buy You
Much Time I received a complimentary duplicate of thisbook for review purposes. I've a 3. So probably in
time I'll discover some improvement for the reason that area. And I must say i appreciate that this book tries
to provide plenty of ideas that don't involve display time, because I could let you know from experience that
allowing kids view something on Netflix is usually a sure thing if you want some quiet in the house. The
issue is that it could very easily turn into a crutch, and before you know it, your children have watched 3
hours of television within an afternoon. Which means this book has some great ideas to give.Why didn't it
get 5 stars?Still, it's a nice guide to have on hand to help you come up with some fun ideas on the fly, and
none of these require intense amounts of prep work. 20 mins for rock, paper scissors? Similar to 2 minutes,
friend. 120+ minutes for creating a fort? Which will keep my children entertained for a max of 20 a few
minutes. I do believe that the more your kids get used to having to entertain themselves, the much more
likely they will be to stay entertained for an extended period.As a parent who works from home and often
has kids in tow with me personally, I can understand the sometimes desperate have to have your children
entertain themselves when you get something important finished. Well, frankly I believe the amount of time
that the author suggests that each activity will keep your kids occupied is incredibly optimistic.
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